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An IOT enabled tracking device that 
alerts the user when the desired 
railway or bus stop is reached, so they 
don’t miss the station/stop. 

Can also act as a silent  morning alarm 
such that it can be kept in the pillow   

tracko



Understanding the context of the Indian railways

People always used soothing the rest their head  on 
something while mostly a bag they are carrying or 
inflatable pillows.  

They always tell their fellow passengers to wake them up 
when their destination station. 



Design brief
How might we design an IOT based alarm for people on long journeys that will wake them 
up before the station arrives based on the GPS location and not time.   



Making a proof of concept unit

z

The components used



The final proof of concept unit
Used the existing components such as the bluetooth module 
and battery the production models will be shrieked to the 1/3 
the size



Form explorations





Visualizing the forms in 3D 



Final Selected form



An health kiosk  designed for urban space and corporate 
offices which helps the user to keep in check the basic health 
parameters such as blood pressure, BMI, blood oxygen

Project with: Srujal Tawade and Shardul Dugad











MOOD BOARD









1st Prototype
To understand the form and 
ergonomics better we made the 
prototype out of 8mm laser cut MDF 
and acrylic sheet which we bent to 
give it a seamless curve ion the front 
and spare paint the whole unit we 
tried to get as close as our proposal 
unit



Final proposal sketches





BANC
A horizontally stackable bench for  
open lecture areas in Nirma 
University to ease the process of 
everyday cleaning.

Furniture design 



१ क्या 

How might we design furniture (seats) to make everyday cleaning of lecture  
areas effortless for the cleaners 

२ क्यूँ 

To make the cleaning process quicker and easier. 

३ कैसे 

Na rahegi bas na bajegi basuri. 

४ कब 

Everyday in the morning when the cleaners clean the class. 

५ कौन 

For cleaners kaka and kaki 
Age- above 30 

६ कहाँ 

In design studios , classrooms and lecture area 

७ िकतना 

Enough to accommodate 40-45 Students





Looking at things that stack and why?  

Either the legs have to be in different planes

Or the legs have to make  
trapezium











Repurposing Discarded PVC 
pipes on Nirma University campus

We used the discarded pvc pipes and taking the advantage 
of in being a thermoplastic we remolded it into an array of 
usable products which can be easily manufactured and do 
not at all look like are made from discarded pvc pipes











Pressure at ¼ length makes the toy hop 
forward like a FROG





Final painted toys



Making a competitive game for kids of age 4-6 





RIKE
Rike is a revisit to one of our 
favorite toys as kids and combining 
it with the fun of riding bikes around 
the corners leaning just like on a 
arcade bike with the freedom of 
leaning side to side.  









Final renders
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